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SAMPLESAMPLE

Across

1 Julius Caesar's parting 
word, with tragic theme 
on opening line (4,2,3)

6 Suppose Guinness loses 
a potential client? (5)

9 Familiar feeling detected 
every July as 
valedictorian entrances 
university (4,2)

10 One granted a corner on 
pitch? (4,3)

12 Perhaps boa constrictor's 
travel aim on Ibiza is 
partly to go west (8)

13 Change colour (6)

14 It's below the back of the 
knee or a little lower (4)

16 Fresh intelligence about 
left hemisphere (3,5)

19 One liking small hours 
wakes, at first, with no 
light flickering (5,3)

22 Madrid team play with 
wingers running from 
side to side (4)

24 Op-ed is surprisingly 
balanced (6)

25 Detective inspector's 
men picked up identity 
fraud habit? (8)

27 Fake sort of clue that's 
ultimately fundamental 
to the crossword (7)

28 Spin doctor orated 
interminably, concealing 
rotting heart (6)

29 Reader's regularly 
circling typo quirks (5)

30 Teacage?! (9)

Down

2 Idle in the morning when 
16 (8)

3 Triceratops has 
swallowed one inspiring 
old poet (5)

4 The Artful Dodger's 
talent echoes David 
Copperfield's (7)

5 Praise a 400% increase in 
old-fashioned letters 
after cap on email (5)

7 Utilitarian case report 
(tabular, yet with no key) 
is not well-liked (9)

8 As I have this end sorted 
out, soldier's upset (6)

11 Possible bite from 
Chihuahua stud has little 
lead cut in half (5)

15 It's only right the price of 
food is reported... (5,4)

17 ...medics write resistance 
piece in the Mirror (3)

18 Over time, transformed 
self to a pretend voice 
(8)

20 Reptile originally 
protected by pointlessly 
chopped heads? Yes! (5)

21 Leaving out nothing, Mr 
Reed to play guitar for 
Five Years (7)

23 President Bigshot refuses 
hard hat offering 
protective covering (6)

25 Quickly, run over 
electronic terrorist group 
(5)

26 As far as setter's surface 
goes, &lit flops (5)


